
World of Styles.
Talis®.





Talis, my choice. Tastes are different, people are different, and  
so are bathrooms. It is not surprising – where else nowadays can  
you spend time undisturbed, for yourself and just by yourself? Isn’t  
it natural to want to make the most of this precious retreat? This  
understanding and the belief that high-quality design does not need  
to be expensive brought about Talis, a range of mixers that leads  
the way in form and price.

The new, extended Talis range places human beings and human 
needs at the centre of attention. The choice is yours, thanks to the 
Hansgrohe World of Styles: From basin mixers right through to  
the matching showers of the Croma range, all products of the Talis 
series are available in three different styles ‒ E for Elegance, S for 
Style and C for Classic. Three complete and consistent style worlds 
to choose from, to match your taste, your lifestyle and your bathroom.

Design alone is not enough. It’s your choice, your world. Talis helps 
you to create your bathroom.



World of Styles

54

Harmony through contrast. You are passionate about creative combinations. You love 
exciting contrasts and a modern mix of styles. You wish to create a warm and welcoming 
atmosphere which mirrors the many facets of your own personality.

Space for yourself. You are the clear, analytical type. You have an aversion to ornaments 
and embellishments. You find your strength in tranquility and by focusing on the essentials. 
Your style is straightforward and minimalist, leaving space enough for you.

The value of personality. You are a lover of classical style, in matters of culture, cuisine and 
home furnishing. You love being surrounded by beautiful things which remind you of precious 
moments. You create a harmonious ambiance by means of your intuition and personality.
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Talis® E2 basin mixer. The development of the “Elegance” design world was inspired  
by organic natural forms. This basin mixer has delightfully harmonious curves, elegant  
edges and shiny surfaces.

Talis® E2 bidet mixer. The idea behind the design of the Talis E2 series is also apparent  
in the single lever bidet mixer: Just as in nature, the combination of flowing forms and 
high-quality surfaces provides exciting contrasts.
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Talis® E2 exposed shower mixer. Organic forms are present in the entire line. This shower 
mixer commands attention with its flowing lines and aura of motion. 

Talis® E2 concealed shower mixer. With its harmonious curves, this concealed shower  
mixer will win you over with its looks and state-of-the-art Hansgrohe technology.

Ecostat® E exposed shower thermostat. Elegant look, impressive technology: the sleek  
thermostat enhances the pleasure of every shower.
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Talis® E2 exposed bath mixer. Enjoy a bathroom where everything matches. Talis E2  
embodies coherent, harmonious mixer design, also apparent with the bath mixer for  
exposed installation.

Talis® E2 concealed bath mixer. Visible: the typical use of forms in Talis E2. Invisible: the  
renowned long-lasting Hansgrohe technology. Perceptible: the feeling of having made  
a good choice.

Ecostat® E exposed bath thermostat. The sweeping lines convey a look of elegance while 
reliable Hansgrohe technology provides a world of pleasure in the bath.
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Talis® S2 basin mixer. The “Style” design world is characterised by timelessly clear,  
geometrical use of forms. Here, less is more. The firm lines, slenderness and height  
provide a sense of confidence and quality. The sloping design creates a dynamic  
appearance.

Talis® S2 basin mixer with swivel spout. Functional, attractive and somehow familiar.  
It is the archetypal twin handle mixer, modernised in form and function.
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Talis® S2 exposed shower mixer. Class, no mass – a strict realisation. No superfluous  
detail. Simple, timeless geometrical basic forms, far from any modern fad.  

Talis® S2 concealed shower mixer. The looks are stylish, the inside highly functional. 
With its cylindrical pin handle, the high-quality mixer technology is extremely easy  
to operate.

Ecostat® S exposed shower thermostat. An uncompromising and straightforward shower 
thermostat with a singular focus: pure shower enjoyment.
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Talis® S2 exposed bath mixer. The refreshing clarity of the Talis S2 line is compelling down 
to every single detail. The bath mixer for exposed installation is a beautiful example.

Talis® S2 concealed bath mixer. This concealed bath mixer fully reveals the design concept: 
Talis S2 is the right choice for everyone who loves clarity and style without compromise 
– also in the bathroom.

Ecostat® S exposed bath thermostat. S for straightforward: with its clean, discreet look, the 
Talis S bath thermostat blends perfectly into the Talis S range. 
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Talis® Classic basin mixer. The name says it all: with its elegant curves, the Talis Classic 
basin mixer presents itself in truly classic style.

Talis® Classic Natural. Unique in appearance: before pouring into the basin, the water 
flows through a wide, spacious channel – an extraordinary experience of water and 
design.
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Talis® Classic exposed shower mixer. The Talis Classic shower mixer is inspired by classic 
shapes, perfectly exemplified in the characteristic handle.

Talis® Classic concealed shower mixer. The Talis Classic shower mixer for concealed  
installation cuts a fine figure. On the inside, it shines with reliable Hansgrohe technology.
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Talis® Classic exposed bath mixer. This bath mixer for exposed installation exhibits the 
classic lines and the design characteristics of the entire Talis Classic line.

Talis® Classic concealed bath mixer. The missing piece in a harmonious series: The 
Talis Classic bath mixer for concealed installation promises the utmost in aesthetic 
value, reliable Hansgrohe technology and a bathroom with personality.







Talis® E 2 

3332

Single lever bath mixer 
for exposed installation
# 31642, -000

Ecostat® E Bath
for exposed installation
# 13145, -000

Single lever bath mixer 
for concealed installation 
# 31645, -000
for concealed installation 
with security combination 
# 31646, -000 (not shown)

Croma® 100 Vario/ 
Porter’S Set 
# 27592, -000

Single lever shower mixer 
for exposed installation 
# 31662, -000

Ecostat® E Shower
for exposed installation
# 13125, -000

Single lever shower mixer 
for concealed installation 
# 31666, -000

Croma® 100
Multi # 28536, -000
Vario # 28535, -000  
(not shown)

Single lever basin mixer
# 31612, -000

Single lever basin mixer 
without pull rod
# 31614, -000 

Single lever basin mixer 
for low water pressure
# 31616, -000

Single lever bidet mixer
# 31622, -000

  

Basin/Bidet

Bath

Shower
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Talis® E 2

3332

Flowstar® S design syphon 
# 52105, -000

Push-Open basin valve 
# 50100, -000

Bath filler 
#13414, -000

Exafill® S Bath filler 
with waste and overflow set 
# 58117, -000
Basic set for Exafill®  
(not shown) 
Standard tubs # 58115180 
Special tubs # 58116180

Flexaplus® S Finish set 
for standard tubs  
# 58186, -000
Basic set for Flexaplus®  
(not shown) 
# 58140180 
# 58145180

AirPower. Mixing water with 
air for a soft, voluminous jet. 

QuickClean®. Limescale has 
no chance against the anti-
limescale function. If limescale 
does accumulate, it can easily 
be rubbed off.

ComfortZone. More comfort 
through space: faucet height 
and projection allow you to 
wash your hands comfortably, 
without the faucet getting in the 
way.

EcoSmart. With the compact 
but clever Waterdimmer, you  
save not only water but money.

Croma® 100 Multi Set/ 
Ecostat 1001 SL Combi
65 cm # 27086, -000 
90 cm # 27085, -000 
(not shown) 

Croma® 100 Multi/ 
Unica®’C Set
65 cm # 27775, -000
90 cm # 27774, -000
(not shown) 

iBox® universal basic set 
for concealed installation 
# 01800180



Talis® S2 Talis® S2

3534

Single lever bath mixer  
for exposed installation 
# 32440, -000

Ecostat® S Bath
for exposed installation
# 13245, -000

Single lever bath mixer 
for concealed installation 
# 32475, -000
with security combination  
# 32477, -000 (not shown)

Croma® 100 Vario/ 
Porter’S Set 
# 27592, -000

Single lever shower mixer 
for exposed installation 
# 32640, -000

Ecostat® S Shower
for exposed installation
# 13235, -000

Single lever shower mixer 
for concealed installation 
# 32675, -000

Croma® 100
Multi # 28536, -000 
Vario # 28535, -000  
(not shown)

Bath

Single lever basin mixer 
# 32040, -000
without pull rod 
# 32041, -000 (not shown)
for low water pressure 
# 32042, -000 (not shown)

Single lever bidet mixer 
# 32240, -000

Single lever basin mixer 
with swivel spout 
# 32070, -000
with 120° swivel range 
# 32073, -000 (not shown)

Twin handle mixer 
with swivel spout 120°
# 32030, -000

Shower

  

Basin/Bidet/Kitchen
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Talis® S2 Talis® S2

3534

Kitchen mixer
with pull-out spray
# 32841, -000
with fixed spout
# 32851, -000

Variarc Kitchen mixer 
with fixed spout 
# 14870, -000
with pull-out spout  
# 14872, -000 (not shown)
with pull-out spray 
# 14877, -000 (not shown)

Pillar tap
# 13132, -000

Flowstar® S design syphon 
# 52105, -000

Bath spout 
#13414, -000

Exafill® S Bath filler 
with waste and overflow set 
# 58117, -000
Basic set for Exafill® 
(not shown) 
Standard tubs # 58115180 
Special tubs # 58116180

Flexaplus® S finish set 
for standard tubs 
# 58186, -000
Basic set for Flexaplus®  
(not shown) 
# 58140180 
# 58145180

AirPower. Mixing water with 
air for a soft, voluminous jet. 

QuickClean®. Limescale has 
no chance against the anti-
limescale function. If limescale 
does accumulate, it can easily 
be rubbed off.

ComfortZone. More comfort 
through space: faucet height 
and projection allow you to 
wash your hands comfortably, 
without the faucet getting in the 
way.

EcoSmart. With the compact 
but clever Waterdimmer, you  
save not only water but money.

Croma® Classic 100 Multi/ 
Unica® ’Classic Set
65 cm # 27086, -000
90 cm # 27785, -000 
(not shown)

iBox® universal basic set 
for concealed installation 
# 01800180

Croma® 100 Multi/ 
Unica®’C Set
65 cm # 27775, -000 
90 cm # 27774, -000
(not shown) 



Talis® Classic Talis® Classic

3736

Single lever bath mixer 
for exposed installation 
# 14140, -000

Single lever bath mixer 
for concealed installation  
# 14145, -000
with security combination  
# 14146, -000 (not shown)

Porter Classic 
Wall support
# 28324, -000

Single lever shower mixer 
for exposed installation 
#14161, -000

Single lever shower mixer 
for concealed installation  
# 14165, -000

Croma® Classic 100
Multi # 28539, -000

Single lever basin mixer 
# 14111, -000
without pull rod 
# 14118, -000 (not shown) 
for low water pressure 
# 14115, -000 (not shown)

Single lever basin mixer
Natural 
# 14127, -000

Highriser 
# 14116, -000

3-Hole basin mixer
# 14113, -000

Bath

Shower

  

Basin
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Talis® Classic Talis® Classic

3736

Single lever bidet mixer 
# 14120, -000

3-Hole bidet mixer 
# 14123, -000

Flowstar® design syphon
# 52100, -000

Push-open basin valve 
# 50100, -000

Bath filler 
# 14148, -000

Exafill® S Bath filler 
with waste and overflow set 
# 58117, -000
Basic set for Exafill® 
(not shown)  
Standard tubs # 58115180 
Special tubs # 58116180

Flexaplus® S Finish set 
Standard tubs  
# 58186, -000
Basic set for Flexaplus® 
(not shown) 
# 58140180 
# 58145180

Croma® Classic 100 Multi/ 
Unica® ’Classic Set
90 cm # 27768, -000
65 cm # 27769, -000
(not shown)

iBox® universal basic set 
for concealed installation 
# 01800180

AirPower. Mixing water with 
air for a soft, voluminous jet. 

QuickClean®. Limescale has 
no chance against the anti-
limescale function. If limescale 
does accumulate, it can easily 
be rubbed off.

ComfortZone. More comfort 
through space: faucet height 
and projection allow you to 
wash your hands comfortably, 
without the faucet getting in the 
way.

EcoSmart. With the compact 
but clever Waterdimmer, you  
save not only water but money.



Logis® 

3938

Roll holder
# 40523, -000

Roll holder
without cover
# 40526, -000

Spare roll holder
# 40517, -000

Toilet brush holder Glass
# 40522, -000

Towel holder
# 40512, -000

Grab bar 300 mm
# 40513, -000

Bath towel holder 600 mm
# 40516, -000

Lotion dispenser Glass
# 40514, -000

Toothbrush tumbler Glass
# 40518, -000 

Soap dish Glass
# 40515, -000

Single hook
# 40511, -000

  

Accessories



Logis® Classic

3938

Roll holder
# 41623, -000

Roll holder
without cover
# 41626, -000

Spare roll holder
# 41617, -000

Toilet brush holder Ceramic
# 41632, -000

Towel holder
# 41612, -000

Grab bar 300 mm
# 41613, -000

Bath towel holder 600 mm
# 41616, -000

Lotion dispenser Ceramic
# 41614, -000

Toothbrush tumbler Ceramic
#41618, -000 

Soap dish Ceramic
# 41615, -000

Single hook
# 41611, -000

Accessories



Hansgrohe Pte. Ltd. · 69 Mohamed Sultan Road · Singapore 239015 · Tel. +65 6884 5060
Fax +65 6884 5070 · info@hansgrohe.com.sg · www.hansgrohe.com.sg
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